We study the joint source channel coding problem of transmitting an analog source over a Gaussian channel in two cases -(i) the presence of interference known only to the transmitter and (ii) in the presence of side information known only to the receiver. We introduce hybrid digital analog forms of the Costa and Wyner-Ziv coding schemes. Our schemes are based on random coding arguments and are different from the nested lattice schemes by Kochman and Zamir that uses dithered quantization. We also discuss superimposed digital and analog schemes for the above problems which show that there are infinitely many schemes for achieving the optimal distortion for these problems. This provides an extension of the schemes by Bross et al to the interference/side information case.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
For the classical problem of transmitting K samples of an i.i.d Gaussian source in K uses of an additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGN), there are many approaches to obtain the optimal performance. Recently, it was shown by Bross, Lapidoth and Tinguely [4] that there are infinitely many schemes that contain pure separation based scheme and uncoded transmission as special cases.
Here, we first consider the problem of transmitting K samples of the source through an AWGN channel in the presence of an interferer known only to the transmitter. We introduce a hybrid digital analog (HDA) Costa coding scheme where the source is not explicitly quantized, which is optimal. We also show that there infinitely many schemes similar to that for the case without the interference. We discuss applications of this HDA Costa coding scheme for transmitting a Gaussian source in the presence of a channel signal to noise mismatch and in broadcasting a Gaussian source to two users with different SNRs. We show that the HDA Costa coding has advantages over digital Costa coding schemes in these applications. The HDA Costa coding scheme is related to the scheme considered by Kochman and Zamir in [5] , although this was developed independently. The proposed scheme is based only on random coding arguments and does not use nested lattices like in [5] . As a result, the relationship between the auxiliary random variable and the source is made more explicit. We also consider the non-asymptotic SNR case unlike in [5] . Further, the performance of this scheme in the presence of SNR mismatch is analyzed.
For completeness, we also consider the dual problem of transmitting a Gaussian source with side information available only to the receiver, where we show an HDA version of Wyner-Ziv coding. This is similar to the scheme in [2] and again uses random coding arguments instead of nested lattices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first discuss the problem of transmitting an i.i.d Gaussian source in the presence of a Gaussian interference known only to the transmitter. We discuss the analog Costa coding scheme and also the hybrid form of costa coding in this section. In Section III, we discuss similar schemes for the Wyner-Ziv problem and in Section IV, briefly consider the combination of Costa and Wyner-Ziv coding. In Section V we study the performance of these schemes when the SNR of the channel is different from the designed SNR. In Section VI, we consider the problem of transmitting a Gaussian source in the absence of an interference, but when the channel bandwidth is smaller than the source bandwidth and show how the HDA Costa coding scheme is useful. Finally, in Section VII, we consider the problem of broadcasting a Gaussian source to two users through AWGN channels and propose a joint source channel coding scheme based on HDA Costa coding. We use the following notation in this paper. Vectors are denoted by bold face letters such as x. Upper case letters are used to denote scalar random variables. When considering a sequence of i.i.d random variables, a single upper case letter is used to denote each component of the random vector. We first consider the problem of transmitting N samples of a real analog source v C IR, where vi's are independent Gaussian random variables with vi -JVA(O, J2) in N uses of an AWGN channel with noise variance a2 in the presence of an interference s C IRN which is known to the transmitter but unknown to the receiver. Further, let us assume that si's are a sequence of real i.i.d Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance Q and let the input power to the channel IE[X2] be constrained to be P. The problem setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The received signal y is given by y = x + s + w (1) where s is the interference and w is the AWGN. 2 The optimal distortion of v-can be obtained even (i±-2 in the presence of the interference by using the following (obvious) separate source and channel coding scheme.
A. Separation based scheme with Costa coding (Digital Costa Coding)
We first quantize the source using an optimal quantizer to produce an index m {1, 2,. , 2NR}, where R 1 log (1 + P ) -e. Then, the index is transmitted using Costa's writing on dirty paper coding scheme [7] . Since the quantizer output is digital information, we refer to this scheme as digital Costa coding. We briefly review this here to make it easier to describe our proposed techniques later on.
Let U be an auxiliary random variable given by U =X+aS (2) where X -JV(O, P) is independent of S and a P 2 We first create an N-length i.i.d Gaussian code book U with 2N(I(U;Y)-6) codewords, where each component of the codeword is Gaussian with zero mean and variance P + a 2Q. Then evenly (randomly) distribute these over 2NR bins. For each u, let i(u) be the index of the bin containing u. For a given m, we look for an u such that i(u) = m and (u, s) are jointly typical. Then, we transmit x = uas. Note that since (u, s) are jointly typical, from (2), we can see that xIs and satisfies the power constraint. The received sequence y is given by
At the decoder, we look for a u that is jointly typical with y and declare i(u) to be the decoded message. Since R 1 log (1 + -P ) -, the distortion in v given by D(R), where D is the distortion rate function. For a Gaussian source and mean squared error distortion D(R) = or 22-2R and, hence, the overall distortion can be made to be arbitrarily close to UV by a proper choice of e and 6. While the above scheme is straightforward, in the following three sections we show that there are a few other joint source channel coding schemes, which are also optimal. In fact, there are infinitely many schemes which are optimal. Although, these schemes are all optimal when the channel SNR is known at the transmitter, their performance is in general different when there is an SNR mismatch. The joint source channel coding schemes to be discussed in the next sections have advantages over the separation based scheme discussed in such a situation.
B. Hybrid Digital Analog Costa Coding
Let us now describe a joint source-channel coding scheme where the source v is not explicitly quantized. We refer to this scheme as hybrid digital analog (HDA) Costa coding for which the code construction, encoding and decoding procedures are as follows.
We first define an auxiliary random variable U given by U =X+aS+KV (4) where X -JV(O, P) and X, S and V are pairwise independent. 
where the results follow because X = U-aS -KV and XIS, V. Notice that when a u that is jointly typical with s and v is found, x satisfies the power constraint. 3) Decoding: The received signal is y = x + s + w. At the decoder, we look for an u that is jointly typical with y. If such a unique u can be found, we declare u as the decoder output or, else, we declare a decoder failure. Let Pe2 be the probability of the event that the decoder output is not equal to the encoded u (this includes the probability of decoder failure as well as the probability of a decoder error). In order to analyze Pe2, consider the equivalent communication channel between U and Y. Notice that we have in effect transmitted a codeword u from a random i.i.d codebook for U with 2NR1 codewords through the equivalent channel whose output is y. Again, from the extension ofjoint typicality to the infinite alphabet case, Pe2 -> 0 as N -> oc provided that and, hence, (10) reduces to some explanation. The scheme is not entirely analog in that the auxiliary random variable is from a discrete codebook. However, in contrast to digital Costa coding, the source is not explicitly quantized and appears in an analog fashion in the transmitted signal x. This is the reason for calling this as ax aS Ia Costa coding and this has some interesting consequences -o WY) wAi& are discussed in the following section. 4\other feature of the HDA Costa coding scheme is that it does not make use of binning, rather it needs a single quantizer codebook that is also a good channel code. In practice, this (11) may have some impact on the design since there are ensembles of codes that are provably good quantizers and channel codes. (12) In the Gaussian case, good lattices that are both good for coding and for quantization are known. The binning approach that however, requires a nesting condition. That is, the big code O much be a good channel code, but it much contain a subcode (and its cosets) that must be good quantizers. This may be a more difficult condition to obtain in practice. 
The distortion is then given by,
If an encoder or decoder failure was declared, we set the estimate of v to be the zero vector. However, as shown above the probability of these events can be made arbitrarily small and, hence, they do not contribute to the overall distortion, which can be seen to be arbitrarily close to the optimal distortion achievable in the absence of the interference.
We have presented a joint source channel coding scheme in the presence of an interference known only to the transmitter. The use of the term hybrid digital analog Costa coding needs C. Generalized Hybrid Costa coding In the previous section, we described a technique where the source was not explicitly quantized. Here, we show that the source can be quantized to any rate R < C, the capacity of the channel and yet optimal performance can be obtained.
The main idea is to initially quantize the source v to v* at a rate R,that is strictly lesser than the channel capacity, using an optimal vector quantizer. Let e = v-v* be the quantization error vector.
We next define an auxiliary random variable U given by 2) Encoding: Let m be the quantization index corresponding to the quantized source v*. Let i(u) represent the index of a bin that contains u. For a given m find an u such that i(u) = m and (u, s, e) are jointly typical with respect to the distribution in model (18). We next transmit the vector x = uas -Kle. Note that since (u, s, e) are jointly typical, from (18), we can see that xIs, e and satisfies the power constraint. 3) Decoding: The received signal is y = x + s + w. At the decoder, we look for an u that is jointly typical with y.
If such a unique u can be found, we declare u as the decoder output or, else, we declare a decoder failure.
Next we make an estimate of e from u and y.
We can see by similar Gelfand-Pinsker coding arguments that R < I(U; Y) -I(U; S, E). Note
Here we first quantize the source at a rate of R < C and In this section we consider the problem of sending an analog source over a Gaussian noise channel when the receiver has some side information about the source. This problem is a dual of the problem considered in the previous section and is considered here for the sake of completeness. The following schemes can be shown to be optimal for this case.
A. Separation Based Scheme with Wyner Ziv Coding (Digital Wyner Ziv Coding)
One strategy is using a separation scheme of Wyner-Ziv coding followed by a channel code. This coding scheme cannot improve the distortion performance when the actual SNR of the channel is better than the desianed SNR. We brieflv Recently in [4] , Bross, Lapidoth and Tinguely considerec the problem of transmitting N samples of a Gaussian source ir N uses of an AWGN channel in the absence of the interferer They showed that there are infinitely many superposition basec schemes which contain pure separation based scheme and uncoded transmission as special cases. In this section, we show that the same is true in the presence of an interference also and show the corresponding superposition scheme, which is given in is D = 1+jzp-. The same distortion can be achieved using the following scheme and is a direct consequence of Wyner and Ziv's result [12] . This can be achieved as follows Let U be an auxiliary random variable given by 
This yields the optimal distortion D.
B. Hybrid Digital Analog Wyner Ziv Coding
In this section, we discuss a different joint source channel coding that does not involve quantizing the source explicitly. This scheme is quite similar to the modulo lattice modulation scheme in [2] ; the difference being that a nested lattice is not used. The auxiliary random variable U is generated as follows.
where , is defined as before as = and X N(O, P). 
Hence from knowing u and s we can make an estimate of v as v= s+ p -(u -sK ay)
We once again obtain the optimal distortion D by making c arbitrarily small and d(c) -> 0.
C. Superimposed digital and HDA Wyner-Ziv scheme The above results could also be extended to a form of superimposed digital and analog coding. This is similar to the Costa coding case. We once again have two streams. The first stream uses a rate R Wyner Ziv code to quantize the source assuming the side information s is known at the receiver. Next a channel code is used to transmit the Wyner Ziv coded bits. The channel code is a superposition code that treats the second stream also as independent noise. At the receiver this channel code can be decoded and which gives the Wyner Ziv bits. The Wyner Ziv bits along with the side information bits s can be used to make an estimate of the source v. This new estimate acts as the new side information s. Now the second stream employs the HDA Wyner Ziv scheme that is designed for the new side information s known only at the receiver. The two streams are superimposed and sent into the channel. At the decoder the first stream is decoded and cancelled from the received signal. The decoded first stream is used to make an estimate of the source to get the new side information s. The final estimate of the source is obtained by the HDA decoding of the second stream.
The auxiliary random variable U is given by U =X+i+V (26) X JVA(0,Paw) with Paw = (P + (72)2 -2R 72 and X and V are pairwise independent. Choose ', (P ±u2)2 where a2 = 2 2R. The digital part is first decoded and canceled from the received signal to get an equivalent channel with power constrain Paw and channel noise or2. Next we use HDA Wyner Ziv coding in this equivalent channel. At the receiver the side information and the digital part can be used to construct an equivalent model relating the side information and source given by V S + Z where Z has a variance (722-2R Then, 
V. ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEMES FOR SNR MISMATCH
In this section, we consider the performance of the above JSCC schemes for the case of SNR mismatch where we design the scheme to be optimal for a channel noise variance of U2, 2 2 but the actual noise variance is U7a < U7 Separation based digital schemes suffer from a pronounced threshold effect. When the channel SNR is worse than the designed SNR, the index cannot be decoded and when the channel SNR is better than the designed SNR, the distortion is limited by the quantization and does not improve. However, the hybrid digital analog schemes considered offer better performance in this situation.
Let us consider the joint source channel coding setup with side information at both the transmitter and receiver. We can decode u at the receiver when the SNR is better than the designed SNR and make an estimate of the source from the various observations at the receiver as shown below. U = X + aS, + KwV Let us now look at a few special cases
A. Hybrid Digital Analog Costa Coding
In this setup there is side information only at the transmitter. The distortion achievable for the user under SNR mismatch with the actual SNR greater than the designed SNR is given The distortion in the source s is shown in Fig.4 for a designed SNR of 10 dB as the actual channel SNR (10 log 1/ (7 ) varies when the source and interference both have unit variance. It can be seen that the distortion in the source is smaller with the HDA Costa scheme than with the digital Costa scheme.
In some case, the distortion in estimating the interference at the receiver may also be of interest and can be obtained by estimating S from (28) It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the distortion in estimating the interference is better for the digital scheme than for the HDA Costa scheme.
B. Generalized HDA Costa Coding under channel mismatch
Next we analyze the performance of the generalized HDA costa coding under channel mismatch. This case leads to a few interesting analysis. By changing the source coding rate of the digital part R, we can tradeoff the distortion between the source and the interference in the presence of mismatch.
The different random variables and their relations are given below. 
This result is interesting since this says that if our designed SNR is say 10 db, for high SNRs, we loose at most Gdb = -0.41db which is numerically very close to the outer bound as shown in Fig 
The performance of the hybrid Costa scheme in relation to digital and analog schemes is shown in fig. 4 . We can see that the hybrid scheme performs in between the digital and analog schemes.
C. Hybrid Digital Analog Wyner Ziv
In this case the distortion could be obtained by setting Q 0 in (32). The actual distortion is given by Da (p + u2)u2u2 p2 + (2P + (72)7 () This is clearly better than P+U2 which is what is achievable with a separation based approach. However, we don't know if this is the optimal distortion that is achievable in the presence of channel mismatch. A simple lower bound on the achievable distortion in the presence of mismatch is to assume that the -1 SOURCE WITH BANDWIDTH COMPRESSION We now consider the problem of transmitting K samples of the i.i.d Gaussian source to a single user in N = K/A uses of an AWGN channel with noise variance u2, where A < 1. There is no interference in the channel, but since A < 1, we will see that the techniques described in the previous sections are useful for this problem.
There at least three ways to achieve the optimal distortion in this case. One is to use a conventional separation based approach. The second one is to use superposition coding and the third one is to use Costa coding. Although, they are all optimal for the single user case, they perform differently when there is a mismatch in the channel SNR and, hence, the last two approaches are briefly described here. a) Superposition Coding: Here we split the source in two parts and take N samples of the source v, namely vN and scale it by a creating the systematic signal xi = avN. We take the other K -N source samples vK5± and use a conventional where C denotes a channel encoding operation and Q denotes a source encoding operation. Then x, is normalized so that the average power is I a. The overall transmitted signal is y = x, + x, and, the received signal is z = y + n. At the receiver, the digital part is first decoded assuming the systematic (analog) part is noise and then x, is subtracted from z. Then an MMSE estimate of vN is formed. For the optimal choice of a, the optimal overall distortion can be obtained given by (1 ) and D (44) For digital Costa coding, the decoder first decodes the digital part when the auxiliary random variable u is perfectly known.
In the case when u2a ah CJ2, the receiver must form the MNMISE estimate of viN from the channel observation y and u.
Therefore, the overall distortion is 1 )A (4) I A< 7T Which iS the best possible distortion. c) Hybrid Digital Analog Costa Coding. For the case of A =O1.7, the digital Costa coding part can be replaced by a hybrid digital analog (HFDA) Costa coding. We refer to such a scheme as HDA Costa coding. The same power allocation however, remains the same and hence, we can simply use a*0 ta without the need to differentiate the digital and HDA costa coding. It is quite straightforward to show that ao ta> a*LP for A < 1. Hence the Costa coding approach allocates higher power to the systematic part than DdigCosta -A (i aCo taa The performance of the superposition scheme, digital ( and, I-DA costa scheme are shown for an example with A in Fig. 7 . The designed SNR is defined as 10 log1o I wh the actual SNR is defined, as 10 log10 J In the example designed SNR is fixed at 1OdB and the actual SNR is v, from 0 dB to 20 dB. It can be seen that the Costa cc approach is better than superposition coding when a 2 < and, worse for the other case. The IH[DA Costa coding scl performs the best over the entire range of SNRs.
Notice that when we design a source channel coding scheme to be optimal for the weak user, the strong user operates under the situation of SNR mismatch explained in Section VI-A with 1(1 a < o72. Similarly, when the system is designed to be optimal x for the strong user, for the weak user (Ta > CT . Motivated, by the fact that for A = 0.5, the HDA costa coding scheme perforrms the best, we propose a scheme which is shown in Fig. 8 . The third layer is first Wyner Ziv coded at a rate R2 assuming the estimate of vfK at the receiver as side information.
The Wyner-Ziv index is then encoded using digital Costa coding assuming x, and x, are interference and uses power c = 1a -b. Therefore, x2 = U2-ci2(X, + xl). This layer is meant for the strong user and, hence, the scaling factor a2 = C/(C + G:22). We then transmit y = xs + xl + x2.
At the receiver, from the second layer an estimate of vK is obtained. This estimate acts as side infornnation that can be used in refining the estimate of vK+ for the strong user using the decoded Wyner-Ziv bits. The Wyner-Ziv bits are decoded from the third, layer by Costa decoding procedure. The users estimate the systematic part v N and nonsystematic part v K by MMSE estimation from the received y, the decoded ul and U2l So the overa1ll distortion seen at the weak user is 11 21+ a 2 b+c+c7, The corner points of the distortion region corresponding to being optimal for the strong and weak user respectively, can be obtained by setting c= 0 and b = 0, respectively.
The distortion region for this scheme for the case of or = O dB and or2 = 5 dB is shown in Fig. 9 . The distortion region for three other schemes are also shown. They are the scheme proposed by Mittal and Phamdo in [1] , a different broadcasting scheme which uses digital Costa coding in both the layers proposed in [6] (details can be found there) and the broadcast scheme with one layer of superposition coding and one layer of digital Costa coding considered in [3, 6] . This scheme, referred to as superposition+Costa currently appears to be the best known scheme. The proposed broadcast scheme in Fig. 8 significantly outperforms the scheme in Mittal and Phamdo and the digital Costa based broadcast scheme for this example. The corner points of this scheme also coincide with that of the superpo-sition+Costa scheme, which are the best known corner points. 
Mittal and Phamdo
We also showed that there are infinitely many schemes that are optimal for this problem, extending the work of Bross,
x Lapidoth and Tinguely [4] to the side information case. The HDA coding schemes have advantages over strictly digital schemes when there is a mismatch in the channel SNR. This makes them also useful for broadcasting a Gaussian source to two users with different SNRs. 
Digital Costa

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We discussed hybrid digital analog version of Costa coding and Wyner-Ziv coding for transmitting an analog Gaussian source through an AWGN channel in the presence of an interferer known only to the transmitter and side information available only to the receiver respectively. These schemes are closely related to the schemes by Reznic and Zamir [2] and [5] , but make the auxiliary random variable model more explicit.
